The Parish of St. John the Evangelist Newbury
Parochial Church Council meeting held on Zoom, Thursday 20th July 2021 beginning at 7.00pm
Present:
The Revd. Gary Collins – Chair
The Revd. Julie Howell – Curate
David Oats and Alison Foulkes – Churchwardens
Kim Slade – Hon. Treasurer
Sam Brown – Secretary
Also in attendance:
Margaret Baker (MB), Melanie Brown (MAB), Ann Dixon, Stephen Kerry, Jennifer Wright (JW), Jeremy Wright
(JPW), Aeron Slade, Andrew Kingston
1

Opening Prayer & Welcome

2

Apologies for Absence; Heather Holloway

3

Correspondence
Olive Maines – Midweek Holy Communion

4

Minutes of the previous meeting held on 3rd June 2021 the minutes were signed as a true
record of the meeting, AF proposed, AS seconded.

5

Matters Arising from Previous Minutes.
Actions from previous minutes were reviewed as completed

6

Safeguarding Update. Have any issues been reported, concerns raised? No incidents raised or
reported. A Safeguarding officer is still being sought and meanwhile St John’s has defaulted
back to the Churchwardens. Revd Julie asked whether it had to be a member of the PCC. Revd
Gary said no it did not have to be a PCC member. SK put his name forward for the post of St
Johns Safeguarding Officer, AF proposed, AS seconded, the PCC voted unanimously for SK to
be St Johns new safeguarding officer.

7

H&S Update. JW updated the PC on the progress made with Revd Julie having spent some time
observing cars on the church grounds.
• Big thank you to Revd Julie, DO and others for helping cut back the foliage.
• The position of the fire assembly poster has been moved.
• The ramps up to the parish hall, the bricks are smooth, and the recommendation is to
purchase non slip paint, of the same brick colour.
• Paving slab gaps will be filled.
• Regarding no footpath from pre-school to the carpark, suggestion is to use the
footpath around the Memorial Garden, then moving the chain fence, putting down
some paving slabs and applying some paint, this will provide a safe path through to the
school and the vestry.
• Parking spaces will be painted out by DO (5 spaces)
• Many pedestrians use the church as a cut through, JW updated on options for the
future to prevent people cutting through. Revd Gary expressed a view that he quite
liked the idea of people walking through the church grounds. MB asked if there had
been any accidents reported previously, there have been no accidents reported to
members of the PCC. JW stated that the pre-school and nursery leaders are keen to
put additional safety measures in place. JPW reflected on the risk assessment as 7
potential issues v no accidents have happened (questioning the methodology). Revd
Julie replied that there had been two near misses. With cars, children, and parents in
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the same place and on the day, she observed vehicles were double parking and
reversing into confined spaces. The only option is to try and stay as close to the
building and the chain link fence, as soon as you step out there is a chance of
encountering a vehicle. Revd Julie stated there is a high probability that something will
happen, and should it happen the incident will be severe which is why the report
scored 7 potential issues.
JPW stated that the speed limit and site lines work was a sensible improvement. SK
asked if it was not for the governing body of St Johns Pre-School to educate parents.
JPW stated that we rent out the rooms to lots of groups and the improvements would
benefit many. Revd Julie stated that the report recommends that we share the results
with all interested parties to get them onboard. Revd Gary reflected that the path
could be an easy win and show a visible safe path around the church. JW asked for a
vote JPW proposed and DO seconded to get a quote for the work and additionally a
sign showing children crossing. Revd Gary thanks JW and others for al their work in the
area of Health and Safety.

8

Vicar’s Report. Revd Gary reiterated the uncertainty of where we are with Covid, a strange
new world to work through. Revd Gary updated the PCC on his developing new plans for
services for the Autumn. Revd Gary expressed thanks to those who came to the Away Morning,
it was lovely to sit in the garden with real face to face conversation, time to listen and think.

9

Financial Report
•
•
•
•
•

Budget and balances were issued prior to the meeting.
PAYAZ system has paid for itself.
Drawdown from C&C Easy Access Savings account £4k for June and another £4k for
October. After that we are down to £2.5k final withdrawal to close the account.
Any further drawdowns from our reserves will be from growth in the Kath Gibbs legacy.
Castle Water refund of £650. Awaiting the detail from Castle Water.

MB – the Easy Access Savings account would be useful to keep it open for future use? KS will
review before deciding whether to close, maybe to keep a small amount in the account and
keep it open. KS to speak to AK, DO and Roger O'Callaghan for advice and information. DO
advises that money is beginning to come in now into the Rooms account. KS asked DO for the
calendar of who pays when to assist with future forecasting. JW suggested the perform group
may be asked to participate in a future service. Revd Gary thanked KS for her efforts as
treasurer.
Action – DO to provide calendar of payers to KS for assistance in forecasting
10

Progress reports at St. John’s. Maintenance and use of church
• iCap - Faculty granted, AK has been in touch with the architect for detailed plans and start
organising contractors. Then fundraising which AS will be leading. More than £100k will
be required. AS has spoken with the main interested bodies and they have expressed an
interest to support. JW asked if lottery money would be available. AS stated, that there
may be lottery funding available. AK also said its possible for VAT recovery on the
statement of work. No legal objections to the project, have been received.
• Hand-rails – DO updated that the rails are ready for collection. Expecting to pick up next
week and will be fitted when staffing position improves.
• Chairs - & Funding (50%) 26% fund raised on chairs and handrails, last donation over 1
month ago, PCC reiterated that we would not place orders till 50% raised. Raised £1.1k
with £3.25k to raise (equivalents accounting for matched funding secured from the
Greenham Common Trust). We need to think about ways to raise this funding. DO stated
as soon as running costs are topped out people may switch over. AS stated, that the
Griffiths have offered their garden when safe for a fundraising venue.
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Notice boards – Once new service times have been agreed/decided by the PCC we can go
ahead with the new notice boards, Revd Gary confirmed low cost for future changes.

Actions 11

Greening St John’s – Updates
Revd Julie updated that the group has been meeting monthly, some changes have been made
and we are also considering how we can communicate green issues. It is likely that a green
audit on the church will be commissioned. Notice boards, creation corner in the newsletter
and SK has done a great job with the runner beans. Everyone is onboard and keen to be
involved. SK updated that we had Joanna Laynesmith (ecology and church activist) talk about
how other churches have gone green. Revd Julie updated that each church has a different
context. Revd Gary is looking at creation tide services. Revd Gary updated that this could be
THE issue of the future.

12

Post-Lockdown Opening – Mask wearing/Social distancing/Singing/Catering/Communion
Mask wearing/Social distancing
Revd Gary asked the PCC how we respond to Monday’s announcements. JW asked whether
there was any appetite for change now. AS view is that that mask wearing should be removed
when sitting, when moving around wearing a mask, but keep social distances. JPW updated
she would wear a mask, and older age group are not suddenly going to change. AS stated, that
out and about at his work, 90% had masks on. SK stated that singing may be the big issue, if
we keep social distances, we should be able to sing. DO updated that you can sing with your
mask on. MB and JPW updated that its preferable to remove them. AF stated its pointless to
sing with the mask on. AS said could we replace singing with a psalm. DO updated that his
rigid mask can facilitate singing. At a recent school event Revd Gary updated that he asked for
masks to be put back on for a final song – which everyone was happy about. Revd Julie asked
it was important to ask how you want the clergy to wear masks. If the congregation is mixed,
how does the presiding priest know what to do? If anyone is in any doubt the priest needs to
be masked. Revd Gary and Revd Julie updated they would both be masked. AS advised that
especially with the heat he would take the mask off. MB stated she felt a great relief to take
the masks off after being in the church for the away morning. KS updated that when sitting at
work the masks are removed. MAB read the latest Diocesan document stating as incumbent
it’s your assessment and your risk assessment that is important and surely that is enforceable?
Revd Gary stated this is not enforceable.
SK asked if we can remove booking, Revd Gary said yes, although recording names is still
necessary. Revd Gary said we could keep every other row. AK stated you need things to be
simple. JW said just keep the current system. DO advised keep the alternative rows going. MB
asked whether stewards would still be around to assist people. Revd Gary asked about hymn
books, not thought to be a concern to retain hymn books.
Revd Gary suggested mask wearing changes will go into email (optional choice when sitting
down) wearing when moving around. Revd Julie will read out a script at the next service.
Singing
JPW stated nobody wants to sing 5 hymns. MB suggested build up slowly with one hymn at
the end of the service. JW updated that the variant and cases is still increasing. AS suggested
offer people to leave if they don’t want to sing.
Catering
JW asked if there were many requests for teas and coffees? Revd Gary said we would not be
starting teas and coffees in August; it was remarked that the room is quite small and concerns
over social distancing was highlighted.
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Communion
Communion – Revd Gary asked about sharing the chalice. Bishop of Oxford advised 20/07 local
decision but be very cautions – Revd Gary and PCC agreed not to share chalice.

Funeral
Revd Julie updated that there is a funeral next Wednesday 28th July. 150 people want to come,
Immediate family members are c 100. The family will insist that all masked, no hymn and no
singing. Issue is capacity, there will only be 4 people from the church there, all doors open, no
standing. Are the PCC Ok for this event of approx. 70 can be extended for this one occasions
to 100 or + 30-50 friends who may want to come. AF states they are one group their
responsibility, she states she is very happy and it’s very difficult to turn them down. MB states
it should be a clergy decision. Revd Julie stated that the PCC has to revise their risk assessment
if the PCC says this should go ahead.
DO states we have capacity if we keep to 100 and every door will be open. Revd Julie was
asked if she was OK with this. Revd Julie advised she is happy to assume the risk, Revd Gary
also confirmed he is happy. Revd Julie advised we should recommend around 120 up to 150.
SK asked us to pray for those involved with the service next Wednesday afternoon. Revd Julie
asked whether we could put out 170 chairs. AF stated that the chair numbers in the church
should reflect numbers agreed with the family and when full people to stand outside. JPW
confirmed his concern is for Revd Julie.
Revd Gary confirmed, based on the discussion, that the funeral will go ahead and seating only.
Change in church services
Revd Gary proposed that the morning Sunday service moves from 8am to 8.30am DO and AF
confirmed that Teresa, Heather, Sheila regular attendees are happy with the change. JW
concern was people who must work on a Sunday. Revd Gary confirmed those who attend now
are not in that position. PCC was asked for a vote DO proposed, JPW seconded, PCC voted with
a majority supported.
Revd Gary tabled putting in communion on a Tuesday (JW advised her concern over the impact
to those attending Ladies Fellowship), and one on Thursday for people with younger children.
DO advised that midweek service was introduced for those who could not attend at the
weekend and this is a good initiative. MB suggested that people would probably go to the
Ladies Fellowship in preference to the service once a month. MB agreed with DO and that she
supported Revd Gary’s recommendation. Revd Julie suggest a couple of further options. It was
agreed to remain at the 12:00 new scheduled time and proposed by DO and seconded by AK.
The PCC voted and this was supported by the majority.
13

Living in Love and Faith – Planning discussions. Revd Gary updated that Kathy Winrow
provided a good presentation. Revd Gary keen to see if there is an appetite to have these
discussions in St Johns.

14

St John’s School Connection. Revd Gary reported to the PCC that the changes were voted in
last Thursday so governance of the school will change and come under Keith Harvey. Revd
Gary updated on this positive step. Revd Gary reported on the recent lovely leaver’s
assembly of Y2 children, he felt that it was quite crowded but safe.

15

Any other relevant business
The PCC were asked to approve the Sides people. The PCC voted with a majority supporting.
The PCC were asked to ratify the new Safeguarding policy, this was carried unanimously.
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16

Benefice Expansion update. SK pilgrimage to St Michaels, discussed with John Gardner, has a
route now requires a date. KS suggested a Doodle Poll to work through the dates the
majority can attend. Revd Gary will speak with Revd Becky
Closing Benediction – the meeting closed at 21:03
Date and time of next meetings
9.09.21 Standing Committee 7pm|16.09.21 PCC Meeting 7pm
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